Abstract Propositional dynamic logic (PDL) is complete but not compact. As a consequence, strong completeness (the property | ϕ ⇒ ϕ) requires an infinitary proof system. In this paper, we present a short proof for strong completeness of PDL relative to an infinitary proof system containing the rule from [α; β n ]ϕ for all n ∈ N, conclude [α; β * ]ϕ. The proof uses a universal canonical model, and it is generalized to other modal logics with infinitary proof rules, such as epistemic knowledge with common knowledge. Also, we show that the universal canonical model of PDL lacks the property of modal harmony, the analogue of the Truth lemma for modal operators.
we explain the problem in proving strong completeness for PDL ω , and we also indicate why the Rasiowa-Sikorski lemma cannot help us here.
In Sect. 4, we discuss a rather peculiar feature of the canonical model. In the standard completeness proof for a (modal) logic, the Truth lemma states that a formula is true in a world (i.e. a maximal consistent set) of the canonical model iff it is an element of that world. In other words: at the formula level, there is agreement between the semantics and the proof theoretical aspects of the canonical model. Therefore we call this property formula harmony, and its analogue for modal operators we call modal harmony. We show that, to our surprise, the canonical model of PDL ω fails to have modal harmony, while at the same time it does have formula harmony. We first prove a similar disharmony result for ancestral logic (the logic with modalities and its reflexive transitive closure * ). This proof is quite straightforward, whereas the generalisation to PDL ω is rather involved. As far as we know, the disharmony results are new.
In Kooi (2003) and Renardel de Lavalette et al. (2002) , earlier versions of this paper, the proofs are more involved: the identity of saturated and maximal consistent sets was not discovered yet, and a different countermodel for modal harmony was used.
The Infinitary Proof System PDL ω
The infinitary proof system PDL ω is an extension of the usual axiom system for PDL, with respect to the same language and the same Kripke semantics. As a reminder, we repeat the definitions of both language and semantics (for more information on PDL, see Harel et al. (2000) ). Then we present our proof system for PDL ω .
Definition 1 (Language of PDL) Let a countable set of propositional variables P and a countable set of atomic programs be given. The language L = L P of PDL consists of a set of formulas ϕ and the set of programs α, given by the following rules (where p ∈ P, a ∈ ): 
a set of states or possible worlds) R(a) ( a binary relation on W for each a in aprograms) V : P → ℘ (W ) (assigns a set of states to each p ∈ P)
A pair F = (W, R) is called a frame.
The truth definition is as expected for normal modal logics. As a reminder, here follows the modal clause:
(M, w) | [α]ϕ iff (M, v) | ϕ for all v with w R(α)v
where R is extended to arbitrary programs in the following way:
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R(α; β) = R(α) • R(β) R(α ∪ β) = R(α) ∪ R(β) R(α * )
= R(α) *
R(?ϕ) = {(w, w) | (M, w) | ϕ}
Here R(α) * denotes the reflexive transitive closure of R(α). By | ϕ we mean the local consequence relation, i.e. | ϕ iff for every model M and world w, (M, w) | ψ for every ψ ∈ implies that (M, w) | ϕ.
Definition 3 (Axioms for PDL)
Taut all instantiations of propositional tautologies Observe that we omitted the induction axiom for α * : see the remark after Definition 4.
We now extend the system PDL to an infinitary proof system PDL ω by inductively defining a derivation relation ϕ (ϕ a formula, a set of formulas). Notice that in the following definition, the language remains finitary (all formulas have finite length) and only the rule Inf * is non-standard. Besides the usual shorthand notation , ϕ for ∪ {ϕ}, , for ∪ , ϕ for ∅ ϕ, and ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ n ψ for {ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ n } ψ, we shall also write:
ϕ is defined as the smallest relation closed under the following rules:
Cut i f and , ϕ then ϕ
The choice of this particular collection of rules is mainly based on what is needed to make the completeness theorem go through. We do not exclude the possibility that the collection is not minimal. It might be possible that, e.g., the infinitary Cut rule is a derived rule, but we think the proof will not be straightforward, and will require additional rules, e.g. the inverse of the Deduction rule. The rule Inf * is given in terms of modalities of the form [α; β]. This will turn out to be useful later, when we prove Lemma 1 on saturated sets. We can, for instance, apply the rule to formulas of the form ϕ → [α]ψ by converting them to formulas of the form [?ϕ; α]ψ. It is an easy exercise to show that the induction axiom
is derivable via Inf * and * AX.
It is not hard to verify that the rules of PDL ω are sound with respect to the semantics of PDL (i.e.
ϕ implies that | ϕ). We shall show in Sect. 3 that PDL ω is also strongly complete with respect to these semantics.
Strong Completeness: The Canonical Model for PDL ω
In this section, we prove strong completeness of PDL ω . But first we explain where the problem lies.
The Problem in Proving Strong Completeness
The obvious idea would be to apply the Henkin construction of a canonical model from maximal consistent sets of formulas, and to prove Lindenbaum's Lemma for PDL ω that every consistent set can be extended to a maximal consistent set. The last part is problematic: the limit construction in Lindenbaum's lemma yields a set which is maximal, closed under Inf * and only finitely -closed. We call this type of sets saturated sets (Definition 5). Now the problem is that saturated sets may be inconsistent, in the sense that ⊥ is not excluded by the definition of saturatedness, which only entails that ⊥ for finite ⊆ . (If were compact, then all saturated sets evidently were maximal consistent, but that is not the case for PDL ω .) However, we are able to show that all saturated sets are maximal consistent (Lemma 1). The proof goes by showing that saturated sets are fully (and not only finitely) -closed. Although this notion of saturated sets has been used by e.g. Goldblatt in (1993) and Segerberg in (1994) in the context of strong completeness for infinitary modal logics, the fact that they coincide with maximal consistent sets has not been observed before, as far as we know. This leads to a rather short argument for strong completeness in comparison with Goldblatt (1993) and Segerberg (1994) .
How to Prove Strong Completeness
Definition 5 (Saturated sets) A collection of formulas is called saturated if:
is maximal: ϕ ∈ ⇔ ¬ϕ ∈ for every formula ϕ.
It is quite easy to show that any saturated set contains all derivable formulas, does not contain ⊥ and satisfies (ϕ → ψ) ∈ ⇔ (ϕ ∈ ⇒ ψ ∈ ). We shall use these properties of saturated sets freely below without reference. Furthermore we recall the obvious fact that a collection of formulas is maximal consistent iff it is consistent (i.e. ⊥) and contains exactly one from ϕ, ¬ϕ for every formula ϕ in the language L. Now we prove that the concepts of saturated and maximal consistent sets coincide. Proof The part from right to left is simple, and follows directly from the definition. For the other direction, let be saturated. Maximality follows directly from the third clause of Definition 5 of saturated set, so we only have to show consistency. For this, it suffices to show that contains all its consequences, i.e. ϕ implies ϕ ∈ .
(1)
For, from (1) and the fact that ⊥ ∈ , it follows that ⊥. We prove a more general statement than (1), namely: for all α, ϕ and ,
Before we prove this statement, we show how (2) implies (1), using the fact that for all ψ we have by ?AX that ψ ↔ [ ?]ψ, hence ψ ∈ ⇔ [ ?]ψ ∈ . Now, suppose the antecedent of (1) -AX: so = ∅ and ϕ is an axiom of PDL. Now [α]ϕ (by SNec), and therefore [a]ϕ ∈ , since is saturated.
-SNec: so = [β] and ϕ = [β]χ for some β, , χ, and χ . By the induction hypothesis, we have Lemma 2 (Lindenbaum lemma for PDL ω ) Every consistent set can be extended to a maximal consistent set.
Proof By Lemma 1, it suffices to show that it is possible to extend a given consistent set to a saturated one. Let be a consistent set, i.e. ⊥. Let {ϕ n | n ∈ N} be an enumeration of all PDL-formulas. We shall inductively define an increasing sequence { n | n ∈ N} of formula sets extending , and show that = { n | n ∈ N} is saturated.
We observe that the k in the last case always exists: for if n [α;
All n are consistent: this is shown with induction over n, using the consistency of for the base case. The induction step is easy when the first or second case in the definition of n+1 applies. If the last case applies and n+1 were inconsistent,
We claim that is saturated. Maximality and closure with respect to Inf * follow directly from the definition of the n (where the third case ensures that Inf * holds). For finite -closure we argue via contradiction: let ⊆ be finite with ϕ and assume that ϕ ∈ : then (by maximality) ¬ϕ ∈ , so ∪ {¬ϕ} ⊆ , hence ∪ {¬ϕ} ⊆ n for some n; but n is consistent and ∪ {¬ϕ} ⊥, and we have a contradiction. Finally, because is saturated, it is maximal consistent by Lemma 1. Now we can define the canonical model.
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Definition 6 (Canonical model) We define the canonical Kripke model
The Truth lemma shows that (M, ) | p ⇔ p ∈ extends to all formulas of the language:
Lemma 3 (Truth lemma) For all ∈ W and for all formulas ϕ ∈ L, we have
Proof Induction over ϕ. The atomic and propositional cases are standard. We will prove the case ϕ = [α]ψ, by induction over α; the cases for complex programs α of the forms ?χ , β; γ and β ∪ γ are easy (using the corresponding axioms), so we only give the proofs of the remaining two cases α = a and α = β * . Note that the proof as a whole has the form of an induction over a well-ordering of formulas, where [α n ]ϕ is considered to be a subformula of [α * ]ϕ.
α = a, atomic. Using the definition of the truth relation and the induction hypothesis
It is evident that (3) follows from [a]ψ ∈ . To see that (3) implies [a]ψ ∈ as well, we argue via contraposition. So assume [a]ψ ∈ , i.e. (by maximal consistency) ¬[a]ψ ∈ . We shall show that there is a maximal consistent with θ ∈ for all θ such that [a]θ ∈ , and ¬ψ ∈ . By the Lindenbaum lemma, it suffices to show that {χ | [a]χ ∈ } ∪ {¬ψ} is consistent. Assume it is not, i.e.
[a]ψ and [a]ψ ∈ , contradicting the assumption [a]ψ ∈ . Therefore is consistent, and for all
for all n ∈ N) ⇔ [β * ]ψ ∈ , using the induction hypothesis in the second step, and * AX, Inf * in the last step.
Note that in the Truth lemma, we do not prove the dual property for programs, namely, R(α) iff ϕ ∈ for all ϕ such that [α]ϕ ∈ (it holds by definition for atomic programs a). In Sect. 4 we elaborate on this lack of "full harmony" (Definition 7).
Theorem 1 (Strong completeness of PDL ω ) Let S be the class of all Kripke frames for the language L. Then for all formulas ϕ and all sets of formulas ,
Proof By contraposition. Suppose ϕ, then ∪ {¬ϕ} is consistent. By Lemma 2, ∪ {¬ϕ} is extended to a maximal consistent set with ¬ϕ ∈ and ⊆ . Now by Lemma 3, we conclude that in the canonical Kripke model, (M, ) | ϕ and (M, ) | , as desired. Note that the completeness proof immediately gives a canonical standard model, contrary to the early proofs of weak completeness for PDL as they appear in Kozen and Parikh (1981) and Harel et al. (2000) , which use nonstandard models.
Adapting the Proof Method to Other Modal Logics
In this subsection, we indicate how to generalize the strong completeness proof for PDL ω to other modal logics with infinitary axiomatizations. Let ML ω be an arbitrary modal logic, based on a countable language with modalities {[π ] | π ∈ }, and a derivability relation generated by the axiom and rule schemata Taut, Distr, MP, SNec, Ded, W, Cut (see Definitions 3 and 4) and the countable set of rules Rules = {( n , ϕ n ) | n ∈ N}. We discuss examples of ML ω at the end of this subsection. Let Cond (conditionalization) be the proof rule if
We leave it as an exercise to the reader to show that Cond is a derived rule both in PDL ω and in ML ω (hint: use MP, W, Cut, Ded). Without loss of generality, we may assume that Rules is closed under SNec and Cond, for closing off a countable set of rules under SNec and Cond can be done in countably many steps, so the resulting set of rules is still countable.
In the language of PDL, implications ψ → ϕ can be written (modulo equivalence) as modal formulas [ψ?]ϕ. This is in general not possible in ML ω , and therefore we introduce pseudo-modalities: finite (possibly empty) sequences s = (s 1 , . . . , s n ) of modalities π ∈ and formulas ψ.
[s]ϕ abbreviates a formula, defined as follows:
The idea is that, e.g.,
With induction over the length of s, we can prove that the following generalizations of Distr and SNec to pseudo-modalities hold:
In the definition of saturated sets, we now require closure under Rules (instead of Inf * ). The proof that saturated sets in ML ω are maximal consistent follows the lines of the proof for Lemma 1 with, instead of (2), the induction hypothesis
for all pseudo-modalities s. The induction step for the case that ϕ is an instance of Rules is easy, using that Rules is closed under SNec and Cond.
In the limit construction in the proof of the Lindenbaum lemma, we replace Inf * by Rules in the definition of n+1 . In the case that (unlike Inf * ) Rules has instances with identical conclusions, some care must be taken to treat all instances properly. The canonical model for ML ω is defined as for PDL ω in Definition 6, with one adaptation: for PDL ω , the accessibility relation is defined only for atomic modalities, while here we define R(π ) for all modalities π ∈ . The proof of the Truth lemma for the canonical model of ML ω runs parallel to the proof of Lemma 3: the last step for the case α = β * is not needed here. Now soundness and strong completeness of ML ω with respect to models (not frames) satisfying Rules follows straightforwardly.
Note that we do not automatically obtain strong completeness with respect to the class of frames, since we cannot guarantee in general that the frame of the canonical model satisfies Rules. Thus, ML ω need not be canonical, in contrast to PDL ω and the examples treated in the next subsection.
Some Examples
We shortly present some examples of infinitary modal logics for which we can prove strong completeness. The first two are taken from Segerberg (1994) . BCC is the modal logic that characterizes frames (W, R) that satisfy the bounded chain condition ∀w ∈ W ∃n∀v ∈ W ∀m((w, v) ∈ R m → m < n), i.e. the length of paths starting in some world is bounded. BCC is axiomatized by the usual axioms for the minimal modal logic K and the infinitary rule {♦ n | n ∈ N} ⊥. So BCC is an instance of ML ω where Rules has one element; moreover, the frame of the canonical model satisfies BCC so it is canonical.
Another example is ancestral logic with two modalities and * , axiomatized by { n ϕ | n ∈ N} * ϕ. The accessibility relation R( * ) of * is the reflexive transitive closure of R( ). Like PDL ω , this is not exactly an instance of ML ω , since there is additional structure between the modalities. As a consequence, the definition of the canonical model only contains a clause for R( ), since the definition of R( * ) is part of the definition of model of ancestral logic. Again, the frame of the canonical model satisfies ancestral logic, so it is canonical.
A third example (in fact a bundle of examples) is epistemic logic with a common knowledge operator, where we have a collection A of agents, and modalities a (with the intended meaning 'a knows that …, for each agent a ∈ A), E (general knowledge 'everybody knows that …') and C (common knowledge), axiomatized by
where s ranges over the pseudo-modalities. Several variants can be obtained by adding one or more of the usual axioms for epistemic logic, viz. a ϕ → ϕ, a ϕ → a a ϕ and ¬ a ϕ → a ¬ a ϕ. In the semantics, the accessibility relation R(E) of E is the union of the accessibility relations R( a ) for all a ∈ A, and R(C) is the transitive closure of R(E). The definition of the canonical model for each of the variants only contains clauses for R( a ) for a ∈ A. All variants are strongly complete and canonical with respect to their semantics.
In Kooi et al. (2006) , we investigate hybrid versions of infinitary modal logics. The presence of nominals enhances the expressive power, and we show there that several hybrid logics characterizing certain frame conditions have a straightforward axiomatization: e.g. ancestral logic, reachability logic (where every two worlds are connected via an R-path), cycle logic (where every world is contained in some cycle) and bounded chain logic.
Modal (dis)harmony
In this section we take a closer look at the canonical model defined in Sect. 3. The construction of a canonical model from maximally consistent sets is the standard technique in completeness proofs: maximal consistent sets provide the bridge between syntax and semantics that facilitates the completeness theorem. Therefore one would expect the following property for the canonical model. Formula harmony generalizes a property of atomic formulas that holds in the canonical model by definition, and modal harmony does the same with atomic modalities (such as atomic programs or individual epistemic operators). In the Truth Lemma (Lemma 3), we proved that the canonical model for PDL ω has formula harmony. Modal harmony was only needed there for atomic modalities: the semantic properties of the accessibility relations for composite modalities are sufficient to prove the Truth Lemma.
Only when focusing on modal harmony as an interesting property in itself, one notices that it does not hold for the canonical model. In Kozen and Parikh (1981) modal disharmony (i.e. failure of modal harmony) was claimed without proof for finite canonical models of PDL. We found it quite surprising that the infinite canonical model for PDL ω also lacks modal harmony. It does hold from left to right, however:
There is an easy proof for this statement that uses formula harmony, i.e. the Truth Lemma. The converse implication (if [α] −1 ⊆ then ( , ) ∈ R(α)) holds for tests and is preserved under sequential composition and non-deterministic choice, but not under iteration. The remainder of this section is devoted to showing that modal 123 harmony fails. We first prove this for ancestral logic in Sect. 4.1, as a stepping-stone towards proving the more difficult case for PDL ω in Sect. 4.2.
The Case for Ancestral Logic
Ancestral logic is introduced in Subsect. 3.3.1. In this section we take the language for ancestral logic L( * ) with an empty set of propositional variables.
In order to show that modal harmony fails, we have to find two maximal consistent sets , with ( * ) −1 ⊆ while ( , ) ∈ R * ; here the relation R = R( ) on maximal consistent sets is defined by R = {( 1 , 2 ) | 1 , 2 maximal consistent and 
See Fig. 1 for a picture of this model. The idea is that modal harmony fails with respect to the maximal consistent sets = {ϕ | M, γ | ϕ} and = {ϕ | M, ω | ϕ} for the modality * . The proof depends on two lemmas. The first lemma (Lemma 4) shows that ( , ) ∈ R * . (From the picture of the model it is quite clear that (γ , ω) ∈ R * c , but we have to prove the corresponding property for the maximal consistent sets associated with these worlds.) The second lemma (Lemma 5) states that a formula is true in ω iff its extension is cofinite. This will be used to show that γ | * ϕ implies that ω | ϕ, because if γ | * ϕ, then the extension of ϕ is cofinite. Proof If it were the case that ( , ) ∈ R * , then there would be an n such that ( , ) ∈ R n . As was noted above, modal harmony does hold from left to right, so that would imply that ( n ) −1 = {ϕ | (M, γ ) | n ϕ} ⊆ . We prove that this is not the case by showing that for any n there is a ϕ n such that (γ | n ϕ n and ω | ¬ϕ n )
To establish the statement, take ϕ n = (♦ ⊥ → n ⊥). We observe that, for all n
To see this, use x | ♦ ⊥ ⇔ x ∈ N ∪ {ω} and ∀x ∈ N(x | n ⊥ ⇔ x < n). Furthermore none of the negative integers validates ♦ ⊥.
Now we move to the other part of showing that the model is disharmonious. We have to show that if a formula of the form * ϕ holds in γ , then ϕ holds in ω. It is rather difficult to show this in a direct way. Instead we characterize the set of all formulas that hold in ω. The idea of ω being the limit of the natural numbers suggests that if a formula holds from a natural number upward, then it holds in ω, and vice versa. But why would the set of formulas that hold from a natural number upward be a maximal consistent set? This is because any formula either holds from a certain natural number upward or it does not hold from a certain natural number upward, i.e. the interpretation of any formula is either finite or cofinite (i.e. its complement is finite).
Lemma 5 For every ϕ:
where
Proof First we show that, for every formula ϕ, [[ϕ] ] is finite or cofinite. The proof is by induction on the structure of ϕ. In order to prove the theorem that the canonical model is disharmonious in case of PDL ω , we use the same countermodel to modal harmony as for the case of ancestral logic. We now consider this to be a model for the language L 0 of PDL with an empty set of propositional variables and one atomic program a, so L 0 = L ∅,{a} . In this section we prove disharmony for the modality [a * ] and the maximal consistent sets = {ϕ | M c , γ | ϕ} and = {ϕ | M c , ω | ϕ}. As in the case for ancestral logic, we have to prove that ( , ) ∈ R(α * ). The proof of this is completely analogous to the case of ancestral logic. Then we have to prove that a formula is true in ω iff its extension is cofinite. In order to prove this we need to study the structure of the countermodel in great detail. This is rather technical and it can be skipped by those readers who are not interested in the details of the proof. In order to prove that the model is disharmonious, we do not only have to show that the interpretation of a formula on the natural numbers is finite or cofinite, but we also need a similar (but more complicated) property for programs. We call these sets and relations admissible.
Definition 9 (ADMS and ADMR)
The admissible sets ADMS ⊆ ℘ (N) are defined as follows.
The admissible relations ADMR ⊆ ℘ (N × N) are defined as follows.
Observe that the admissible sets ADMS are simply the finite and cofinite subsets of the natural numbers. See Fig. 2 for a picture of a typical ADMR(n, k, p) . We will show Proof Composition To show that R • R ∈ ADMR given that R, R ∈ ADMR, we argue as follows. First note that
Given that R, R ∈ ADMR, we may assume that there are n, p and k, k such that
The results of the composition of the components R and R are given in the following table (where f k = λy. f (y) + k, and f T = λy. min{ f (z) | zT y} and min(∅) = ω):
and we conclude that R • R ∈ ADMR.
Union To see that that R ∪ R ∈ ADMR, we may again assume that there are n, p and k, k such that R ∈ ADMR(n, k, p) and R ∈ ADMR(n, k , p).
we see that R ∪ R ∈ ADMR(n, min(k, k ), p) ⊆ ADMR, and we conclude that ADMR is closed under union.
Reflexive transitive closure To see that R * ∈ ADMR given that there are n, k, p (n, k, p) . We now see that R m ∈ ADMR(n, k, p) for all m. Since ADMR(n, k, p) is finite and closed under finite unions, it is closed under arbitrary unions and we have R * = {R m | m ∈ N} ∈ ADMR(n, k, p) ⊆ ADMR.
Now we prove the following. 
The set I (ω, n) is empty and we can take L(n, p, f ) to be empty by letting
The cases for sequential composition, nondeterministic choice and iteration follow from the fact that ADMR is closed under composition, union, and reflexive transitive closure. See Lemma 6. Formulas: For the base case we only have to consider the formula ⊥ and the program a. Now [[⊥]] = ∅ and ∅ ∈ ADMS(0).
The induction step for formulas is easy for negations and conjunctions. It is obvious that each ADMS(n) is closed under complementation and intersection. Consequently the whole set ADMS is (so it is also closed under union). 
This concludes the proof of Lemma 7.
Again we show that as far as formulas are concerned, ω is the limit of the natural numbers, but we simultaneously prove some other properties of ω.
Proof The proof is by induction on the structure of ϕ and α simultaneously. For formulas, the atomic case is trivial and the cases for negation and conjunction follow directly from Lemma 7. In the case for modal formulas [α]ϕ we take the dual formula α ϕ. For the induction hypothesis, suppose that (5),(6), and (7) hold for ϕ and α. It follows from the semantics that ω | α ϕ is equivalent with
By the induction hypotheses this is equivalent with 
} is cofinite, then from the induction hypothesis (7) for β it follows that (ω, y) ∈ R c (β; γ ). Otherwise there is a z ∈ N such that {x | (x, z) ∈ [[β]]} is cofinite and we can find one such that (z, y) ∈ R c (γ ). Therefore also in this case (ω, y) ∈ R c (β; γ ) using the induction hypothesis for β.
The proof of (7) is not too difficult and we omit the details here.
Theorem 3 The canonical model for PDL ω does not have modal harmony.
Proof Analogous to the proof of Theorem 2. The countermodel presented above is not reflexive, transitive, symmetric or euclidean, etc. So proving modal disharmony for logics that have such model restrictions is not as simple as in the case of ancestral logic or PDL ω . We have not investigated this issue any further.
Conclusion
In this paper we presented a rather short and elegant proof for the strong completeness of PDL, which is definitely a step forward with respect to proofs given before, as it exploits the hitherto unrevealed identity between saturated and maximal consistent sets. We are not aware of a shorter proof. We generalized the method to a class of countably axiomatized modal logics, containing e.g. epistemic logic with common knowledge. We expected that, like formula harmony, the property of modal harmony would be required for the canonical model of PDL ω . To our surprise, it was not needed, and not even true. Although we came up with a countermodel rather quickly, the subtlety of the arguments required for the PDL ω case was also unexpected. It would be interesting to have some kind of fully harmonious canonical model for PDL ω , but we have not found one yet.
There still remain some issues that may be investigated further. Firstly, it would be interesting to know whether strong completeness for PDL ω can be proved with algebraic methods in general and the Rasiowa-Sikorski lemma in particular. This lemma states Lemma 9 (Rasiowa-Sikorski) Let {X n | n ∈ N} be a collection of subsets of Boolean algebra B such that each has a meet X n in B, and let a ∈ B − {0}. Then there is an ultrafilter F of B that contains a and respects every X n (i.e. satisfies ∀n ∈ N(X n ⊆ F ⇒ X n ∈ F)).
(In the original reference Rasiowa and Sikorski (1950) , this property is formulated dually in terms of prime ideals, sums and a = 1.) We investigated this issue in discussion with an anonymous referee, but we have not found a satisfying answer yet.
Secondly, we have not yet found a formulation of the modal harmony property in more mathematical terms, e.g. involving some continuity notion of the modal operators. We refer in this context to Trnkova and Reiterman (1980) , where it is shown that the modal operators α are order-continuous in the logic PDL extended with the converse operator · − with R(α − ) = {(w, v) | v R(α)w}, while this is not the case for PDL itself. See also Sect. 5.6 of Harel et al. (2000) .
Thirdly, propositional dynamic logic and epistemic logic with common knowledge are examples where the introduction of an infinitary rule can be used to attain strong completeness, although the logics are not semantically compact. It should be investigated whether it is possible to characterize the class of non-compact logics where the introduction of infinitary rules leads to strong completeness. This seems to be a hard question, so partial results may be of interest. The general approach of Goldblatt (1993) seems to be a good starting point. In the future we hope to attain similar results for logics with uncountably many rules. This would yield strongly complete proof systems for many more logics of interest.
